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FROM THE EDITOR

THE DYNAMISM OF
DESIGN EXCELLENCE

T
he Yearbook has to be a favorite issue for many people—one to pick up and pore through again

and again. The one that gets passed around more than any other during the year, with its com-

bination of beautiful images, the intriguing background behind some of the designs we know and

love, and the great designs that are just now crossing our path. This is an issue I end up looking through

many times before I feel satiated! I hope you enjoy it as much as I.

An IDEA is a coveted recognition of achievement, especial-
ly with the global visibility the program has. The award’s
presence both here and in BusinessWeek assures that the
innovations and values the winning designs offer reach the
broadest audience possible.

Excellence in design is the name of the game—which is
no longer relegated to the interest of professionals working
unrecognized behind the scenes. Design is big business, and
it’s of interest to more people and businesses than ever
before, including consumers (good design = corporate prof-
its). Design has become a key player in the business world.
And when it’s done right, design isn’t superficially applied but
is a fundamental, core-defining contributor that breathes life
into a product, making for an engaging result. 

Design has even reached the interest of TV producers
with shows about design competitions and inventions and
real firms duking it out in prime time. Maybe soon we’ll see
the rise of the Design Oscars? Or IDEA on YouTube?

The Dynamism of IDEA
For every IDEA cycle, a new jury assembles to spend mul-
tiple days combing through a broad range of superb entries.
Every jury applies its filter to the standards of excellence and
what the standards mean to the entries. The result is a col-
lection of award-winning designs flavored by a combination
of elements—the characteristics of the entries, the thrusts

born out of the year’s relevant concerns (anyone mention
the greenhouse effect?)—and the distinct perspectives
each juror brings to the table. You could compare it to a
Beaujolais Nouveau: always engaging and delightfully fresh,
yet reflective of the dynamics of the past year.

De gustibus non est disputandum (taste is not a dis-
putable thing). This was a favorite Latin phrase of John
Amore, a former colleague at Henry Dreyfuss Associates
where I held my first design post. This statement seems rel-
evant for design excellence and IDEA in this instance, since
each jury puts its own mark on what design excellence
means. Excellence in design and in innovation can have
many virtues and validations. What cultural contributions
has the product made? How does it enrich our lives? Does
it pave new paths for visual beauty? Does it delve into
insights for new ways of understanding the unmet needs
and wants of the person using it? Did it result in new meth-
ods of research?  

The bar for design excellence continues to rise higher
and higher, even though design is more ubiquitous than
ever: design for a brand, design for multiple brands, design
for multiple cultures, design to create groundbreaking
appeal, design to reduce costs, design for ease of use,
design to be serviced, design to be sustainable, design to
be safe, design to be universal, design to be green, design
to be all of these. 

     



The projects that receive an IDEA are recognized for a
range of achievements. Some are the result of a complex
development exercise over a lengthy period. Others may be
acknowledged for the simple pleasure of their beauty, or
even the speed of their implementation to market.

IDEA also highlights the latest season for design: new
ideas, new languages of form, new materials, new details. I find
it exciting to see from where explorations start and how they
ripple across other products by inspiring experimentation.

However, in many ways design is perishable. Ideas and
innovative functions seem to have a definite shelf life.
Certainly there are products that are nearly timeless in their
design: Bauhaus furniture, for instance, or many of the
designs in the Museum of Modern Art. But try looking at a cell
phone from five years ago. Cell phone design must be one of
the most perishable design categories in the marketplace
today. The cell phones found in movies produced in the last
few years, and even in airline safety videos, highlight the
anachronistic character of design. Appearances may be
engaging for only so long before they become trite. People
look for what’s next, and design plays a role in that equation. 

Benchmarks and Milestones
The IDEA program keeps design and innovation visible and
marks some of the noteworthy contributions of the year. It
also provides businesses and consumers with samples of
our achievements.

Which award winners are you drawn to? Are there
some that appeal initially on first impression, and others that
have their impact upon further understanding of the prod-
uct’s contribution? Please enjoy the work in this issue, and
pass it around for others as well. It may become your
favorite issue too.

—Gregg Davis, IDSA
g.davis@design-central.com
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Make the connections you
need…become an IDSA
member today!

For more information or to join, visit

www.idsa.org


